QuickSHIP Tubs

For your convenience, this product is stocked in our Central Service Center.

Orders placed before 2pm are available within 24 hours for MD and Northern VA locations. Southern VA and NC destinations may take up to 48 hours.
Kohler Sterling Tub
White, 60" W x 30" D x 15" H
TS037271 (left drain)
TS037270 (right drain)
Features:
- Fits a standard 5' opening
- Designed with a 15" apron
- Made from solid Vikrell material for strength, durability, and lasting beauty
- Lightly textured swirl-gloss finish hides scratches from everyday use
- Gently sloping bath with integral apron
- ADA adaptable when installed per the requirements of the Accessibility Guidelines, Section 608 Shower Stalls, of the Act
- 10 Year Limited Residential Warranty; 3 Year Limited Commercial Warranty

$184.42

Chrome Tub Drain & Overflow
TS047903 $22.40

Brushed Nickel Tub Drain & Overflow
TS048007 $57.54

White, 60" W x 30" D x 20" H
HYSYD6032ATO-WHI-LH (left drain)
HYSYD6032ATO-WHI-RH (right drain)
Features:
- MADE IN THE USA
- Fits a standard 5' alcove opening
- Finished in 1/8" thick layer of deep lustrous acrylic
- Extra thick reinforced fiberglass
- Integral E-Z Level platform facilitates installation
- Non-skid bottom
- Linear integral overflow drain
- Designed with sharp, zen lines and a seamless molded skirt
- Rigid PVC piping
- Self draining pump and system
- Cable waste and overflow
- 99 Year Limited Warranty; 9 Year Limited Warranty on Parts

$899.00

Polished Chrome Tub Drain & Linear Overflow
HYLWO.PC-PVC $151.64

Brushed Nickel Tub Drain & Linear Overflow
HYLWO.BN-PVC $151.64

White Tub Drain & Linear Overflow
HYLWO.WHI-PVC $151.64

White, 66" W x 36" D x 25" H
HYSBRE6636ATO-WHI
Features:
- MADE IN THE USA
- Finished in 1/8" thick layer of deep lustrous acrylic
- Extra thick reinforced fiberglass
- Linear integral overflow drain
- Built in faucet deck
- Polished Chrome drain comes standard (Brushed Nickel or White also available for an additional charge*)
- 5 Year Warranty

$1,894.95

*Alternate drains:
Brushed Nickel HYLWO.BN-PVC $151.64
White HYLWO.WHI-PVC $151.64